Web‐based resources for teaching and learning with survivors of violence

Community Reflection Guide WebQuest

Goals:
•

Expand on the introduction to the guide that will begin with overview (immediately
preceding this on the workshop agenda)

•

Inspire workshop participants to engage with the guide

•

Prompt some reflective thinking and conversation among practitioners about learning
and violence issues
Inspire participants to set goals for further use of the guide

•

WebQuest:
Work in pairs – encourage participants to partner with someone in a similar role, then send
them off to do the webquest at separate computers.

1. Go to http://learningandviolence.net/ and look for the link to New Materials. Click on the
link.

2. Look for the window for the “Community‐based Literacy: Reflection Guide” and click in this
window to be taken to the guide.

3. Practice moving your mouse over the quilt. You will notice that there are five different
squares on the quilt that link to the different sections of the guide. Which one interests you
most?

4. Visit the Welcome section to review how you might use this guide.

Trivia question for you to answer: how many lcommunity‐based adult literacy workers were
interviewed in the creation of this guide? (Answer for facilitators: 21)

Find out more: http://www.learningandviolence.net

Community Reflection Guide WebQuest

5. Go to “3. Foundations for Learning”. Click through the different links in this section and skim
the materials.

Question: What are some of the messages you pick up from this section about the role of a
social justice approach to literacy work? Discuss with your partner.

6. Wander around a little using your mouse.
Task: Look for a section of the guide that particularly speaks to the work you do. Can you see
how the guide might be useful to you in your work? Discuss with your partner.

7. Return to the home page (the Quilt), and look for the “Forum” link. Click on it to see the
learning and violence discussion forum. Once you are there, try:
a) Making a posting to one of the existing discussions
b) Creating a new discussion forum yourself and putting a question or problem out into the
forum for responses.
8. Follow‐up: pull out your calendars and make a date with your partner, or with yourself if
your partner is not going to be available in the next month or so, to spend half an hour
chatting or pondering your reflections after spending more time exploring the site.
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Email us: admin@learningandviolence.net
Follow on Twitter: http://twitter.com/LandVdotnet

